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Transwest Helicopters Ltd.
Transwest Helicopters, an approved Bell Customer Service Facility (CSF), was first established
in Western Canada in 1965. For over 50 years we have offered our customers comprehensive
Bell 214B, 212, and 412 helicopter solutions.
Known for proudly operating our fleet of Bell 214B
helicopters for many years, Transwest has adapted to
changing market conditions, concentrating on both
domestic and international maintenance, repair and
overhaul work and is now diversifying further into the
manufacturing of hard-to-source helicopter parts. From
manufacturing to maintenance, repair and overhaul, to
part sales or support, our capabilities (click on
capabilities to search our listing) ensure our customers
receive efficient and cost-effective results.

Transwest is internationally recognized and
approved by aviation authorities including
Transport Canada Civil Aviation (TCCA),
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA),
Korean Civil Aviation Safety Authority (KCASA),
the Indian Directorate General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA) and the FAA (MIP) Maintenance
Implementation
Procedures.
We are a world
renowned Maintenance Repair and Overhaul facility
specializing in major component overhaul for the Bell
medium series. Our team of exceptionally
experienced, factory trained maintenance and
engineering professionals prioritize time-value, quality
and safety.

A comprehensive Transwest Helicopters Ltd. Safety and Quality Management System (SMS)
has existed since 2007. With extensive resources, strategic partnerships and dedication to
customer value, we provide fast turnaround times whilst remaining extremely cost effective.
Key services offered by Transwest include:






Worldwide 24/7 AOG support and field
maintenance,
Complete helicopter rebuild and refurbishment
with fly-in, fly-out convenience,
Component overhaul, avionics, structural
repair, aircraft welding, painting and finishing
divisions,
Specialized T5508D and T53 engine maintenance and overhaul.

Transwest Helicopters carries a vast inventory specializing in Bell 212, 412 and 214B models.
The primary goal of our parts division is to minimize aircraft downtime and provide exceptional
customer support and service.
As a Bell CSF we ensure rapid procurement and competitive pricing for standard and hard to find
parts, while our in-house overhaul facility, exchange pool and dynamic component rental program
ensure our customers maximize revenue hours.
Transwest Helicopters is located strategically in
the Southern Interior of British Columbia,
Canada, just 20 minutes from the Canada/USA
border. Our hangar is located in Oliver, B.C. at
the Municipal Airport (CAU3).
As your legacy aircraft specialists, Transwest is
committed to providing our customers with the
highest-quality, and most cost-effective
helicopter services available at competitive
Canadian dollar prices, through our team of
knowledgeable, skilled and dedicated professionals.
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